A NEW WAY TO SEE THE WORLD OF DRONES & EDUCATION

Teachers: you’re invited to join drone professionals from the FAA, AMA, and Drone Legends for this FREE, CTLE workshop.

INFO:

☑️ November 13th from 9AM – 1PM
☑️ Location: Cradle of Aviation Museum
☑️ Grades 5th – 12th

CONTACT US TO REGISTER

📞 516-572-4028
🌐 www.cradleofaviation.org/education/professional_development.html
SCOTT BUELL, CEO DYNAMIC LEARNING EXPERIENCES
In 2019, Scott Buell left his corporate job to explore the drone world. Sparked by a 5th grade class’s enthusiasm, he established Dynamic Learning Experiences. His mission: create engaging, fun, accessible educational products and services. Central to this is Drone Legends, more than a club – it’s a community, a childhood experience fostering imagination and lasting wonder. Scott is dedicated to inspiring future generations by empowering them to discover their unique life purposes.

DIANA ROBINSON, PROJ. MANAGER, FAA UAS SYSTEMS
Diana Robinson is a Project Manager with the FAA in the Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Integration Office. Her focus is on outreach and engagement and she leads the FAA’s UAS Collegiate Training Initiative. Prior to the FAA, Diana worked as an Energy and Sustainability Manager for a local government in Florida and implemented a UAS program during her time there. She has a B.S. in Alternative and Renewable Energy Management, an MBA, and is a Part 107 certified remote pilot. Diana’s other experience includes a full career at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) where she was an Environmental, Safety and Health Compliance trainer during her last few years with ORNL.

DIANE BOOHER, DRONE ZONE NJ
Diane Booher, Flemington NJ, has been in the drone industry for approximately 6 years and currently own and operate a family owned business with my son called Drone Zone New Jersey which offers Drone Repair; “On Location” Drone Races; Educational Drone Curriculum while sponsoring and managing a competitive ALL FEMALE DRONE TEAM/Organization called MACH1. It has always been my dream to inspire more female drone pilots and spectators from across the globe by hosting challenging and unique drone events while continuing to support drone education and repairs.